
Oil

Yesterday, the international crude oil market managed to stabilize following the losses during the previous session. The market settled 
largely neutral for the day, with the Brent front month contract rising a marginal 0,01 USD/bbl, settling at 72,61 USD/bbl. Fears of the 
effect of the US-Chinese trade war and increased OPEC production are the main topics on the market at the moment. Today, we could 
see another neutral session.

Gas

Across Europe, prompt gas prices are very high right now, due to above-average temperatures and limited coal availability, which 
causes increased demand for gas. Furthermore, LNG supply is thin due to high demand in Asia. On the long end of the curve, the NCG 
Cal-19 contract continued upwards as well, rallying to an all-time high of 22,29 EUR/MWh. Wednesday, the first indications are bullish 
once again.

Coal
Prices just keep on rising on the European coal markets, where high demand and supply issues are causing bullish conditions. This was 
the fourth straight day with price increases on the market, and this is one of the main reasons, why power and carbon emission prices 
in Europe are rallying as well. Wednesday, the first indications are 

Carbon
With the European carbon emission market already at the highest level for around 10 years, prices kept on rising yesterday. The bench-
mark quota contract edged up another 0,12 EUR/t and closed at 18,18 EUR/t. The market is still focused on low auction volumes and 
high demand, and there are no technical barriers to prevent the market from rising at the moment. We see another day of upside today.

Hydro
It looks as if the wetter weather conditions have stabilized over the Nordic area, and throughout the next ten-day period, precipitation 
is expected above seasonal average. This provides bearish support to the Nordic power market, which increased significantly during the 
heat wave earlier in the summer. Temperatures should remain just around seasonal average throughout most of the 10-day period.

Germany

Once again, the German Cal-19 contract reached an all-time high yesterday, up 0,35 EUR/MWh for the day, settling at 46,35 EUR/MWh. 
The market receives bullish support from all parts of the fuel markets, with coal and carbon as the main drivers. These two markets will 
probably decide whether or not we will see the market edge even higher. Today, we do not expect the same kind of fluctuations as the 
previous sessions.

Equities

We saw a more positive sentiment on the European stock markets yesterday compared to the previous few trading days. The fears 
about Turkey appeared to calm down. The European Stoxx600 Index closed the day largely unchanged. Wednesday, we will have focus 
on key figures on industrial production in the US, while further news regarding the US trade wars with China and Turkey could also 
influence the development.

Conclusion

Despite a wet weather outlook, the Nordic power market moved upwards yesterday, as the bullish rally in Germany and on the coal 
and carbon markets weighed heavier. The Q4-18 contract was up 0,40 EUR/MWh, closing at 48,75 EUR/MWh. The upturn was even 
bigger on the long end of the curve, where the YR-19 contract rose 0,85 EUR/MWh to 38,30 EUR/MWh. Wednesday, we expect the wet 
weather forecasts to push the market slightly downwards.
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